TURNOUT TRADITIONS IN DRIVING
Driving is a fascinating equestrian sport to watch, steeped in tradition and decorum. Though driving carriages dates back to when it was a necessary means of transportation, the disciplines of carriage pleasure driving and combined driving began in the early 1970s. Carriage pleasure driving came about when members of the Carriage Association of America (an organization focused on the preservation and restoration of horse-drawn carriages and sleighs) wanted better guidelines and consistency in the judging of pleasure shows. The group formed the American Driving Society, which was the genesis of the present-day show ring competition of carriage pleasure driving. Similarly, combined driving became the Fédération Equestre Internationale (FEI)’s fourth international equestrian sport in 1970 under the leadership of HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, with a clear set of rules to govern the new discipline. Even with the new standards for the driving disciplines, the presentation of the carriages remains practically unchanged from the past.

Presentation is important for both carriage pleasure driving and combined driving. Depending on the type of carriage pleasure driving class, anywhere from 25% to 70% of the judging criteria consider the condition of harness and vehicle as well as neatness of attire. Driven dressage tests for combined driving score not only the performance of the horses, but also the quality of the presentation. The judge takes into account the appearance of the driver and the groom, as well as the cleanliness, fitness, matching, and condition of the horses or ponies, harness, and vehicle. The overall picture and style of the driver and carriage should create a pleasing impression.

The rules for competition adhere to tradition in requiring male drivers to wear a jacket, while female drivers must wear a conservative dress or suit. Additionally, a driving apron, gloves, and a hat or helmet are obligatory. Grooms must wear the same attire, with the exclusion of the driving apron. More specifically, grooms wear stable livery in all vehicles, except for formal ones, which require full livery. The dress of the drivers and grooms has to conform to the style of the carriage and harness being used. In line with these rules, it is commonplace to wear top hats with formal carriages, and a more casual hat choice with a country road cart.
Clockwise from left: Steve Wilson, the 2015 USEF Pair Horse Driving National Champion, wears the conventional brown gloves to go with his brown reins. He has a shorter driving apron which perfectly matches his carriage.

Leslie Berndl displays a lovely turnout at the 2013 Kentucky Classic CDE on her way to winning the USEF Single Horse Driving National Championship. She has brown gloves to match her brown reins and her driving apron pairs well with her carriage’s color and upholstery.

The groom on the back of Allison Stroud’s carriage is wearing stable livery.
Like the drivers, grooms have specific attire that they must wear in the competition ring. Grooms wear either stable livery or full livery depending on the carriage they are riding in.

Stable Livery consists of one of the following:
- A conservative suit, white shirt, dark tie, derby, dark shoes, and leather gloves
- A conservative jacket, jodhpurs or drill trousers, jodhpur or paddock boots, white shirt, stock or four-in-hand tie, leather gloves, derby or conservative cap
- Hunting attire with a hunting derby or bowler

Full Livery consists of a close-fitting body coat with buttons of yellow or white metal to match the furnishings of the harness used (if possible), white breeches, black boots with tan tops, white stock tie, black top hat, and brown leather gloves. The color of the coat remains the owner’s preference, but preferred colors are conservative in nature and, where possible, complementary to the color of the vehicle.
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